Exposing the Jewish Criminal - Leon Trotsky
-by Teloc Vovim

Leon Trotsky’s family was of Jewish origin, and his original name was Laibe
Bronstein. This Jew was known for his viciousness and sadistic love of executions.
His sister Olga was a bolshevik and soviet politician, who married Lev Kamenev
(Jew) a soviet politician, and one of the first seven members of the Politburo. Along
with Lenin (Jew), Zinoviev (Jew), Kamenev (Jew), Stalin (Jew), Sokolnikov (Jew)
and Bubnov, and Trotsky represented as a full member between 1917 and 1926.
Trotsky met and married Aleksandra Sokolovskaya (1872–1938), a fellow
Marxist, the wedding ceremony was performed by a Jewish chaplain.
In 1902-1903 after his escape from Siberia, he moved to London to join Georgi
Plekhanov, Vladimir Lenin (Jew), Julius Martov (Jew) and other editors of Iskra (a
political Russian newspaper).

In 1904 -1907 Trotsky began developing his theory of permanent revolution, which
led to a close working relationship with Alexander Parvus (Jew) . He was also an
international subversive and Bolshevik politician and was funded by Jacob Schiff
(Jew) and Max Warburg (Jew). Trotsky was the preferred candidate for the
international Jewish bankers. Trotsky, Parvus, and other Jewish accomplices
including Jewish Bolshevik Leonid Krasin (really Goldgelb), organized and
coordinated bank-robberies, mutinies on 12 warships including the Potemkin (June
1905) , revolts in Kronstadt, Sevastopol and other places, they murdered policemen
and bought weapons to destabilise Russia prior to Jewish seizure.
In Vienna after being exiled (Trotsky was exiled multiple times) and escaping,
Trotsky became close to Adolph Joffe (Jew), his friend for the next 20 years, who

introduced him to psychoanalysis. Also long before the war he was an agent of the
tsarist secret police in Vienna, reporting on Russian Jews who had deserted from the
Russian armed forces.
While in New York Trotsky was known as an ultra-radical writer he wrote galldripping articles for the local Russian language socialist newspaper, Novy Mir, and
the Yiddish-language daily, Der Forverts (The Jewish Daily Forward), in translation.
1917-1918 Trotsky became the People's Commissar ( almost all the commissars
were jewish ) for Foreign Affairs and published the secret treaties previously signed
by the Triple Entente that detailed plans for post-war reallocation of colonies and
redrawing state borders.
On March 13th, 1918, Trotsky's resignation as Commissar for Foreign Affairs was
officially accepted and he was appointed People's Commissar of Army and Navy
Affairs, in place of Podvoisky – and chairman of the Supreme Military Council. The
post of commander-in-chief was abolished, and Trotsky gained full control of the Red
Army, responsible only to the Communist Party leadership. He has been known as
the founder of the Red Army.
It was said they did not mind holding talks with the Germans as a means of
exposing German imperial ambitions (territorial gains, reparations, etc.) in the hope of
accelerating the hoped for Soviet revolution in the West, but they were dead set
against signing any peace treaty. In case of a German ultimatum, they advocated
proclaiming a revolutionary war against Germany. (More proof that the Jews were the
ones to first advocate war with Germany)
August 17th, 1918, the Bolsheviks instructed Felix Dzerzhinsky (Former chairman
of the Cheka and Chief of the GPU) to commence a Red Terror, announced in
September 1, 1918 issue of the Krasnaya Gazeta (Red Gazette). Regarding the Red
Terror Trotsky wrote:
“ The bourgeoisie today is a falling class... We are forced to tear it off, to chop it
away. The Red Terror is a weapon utilized against a class, doomed to destruction,
which does not wish to perish. If the White Terror can only retard the historical rise of
the proletariat, the Red Terror hastens the destruction of the bourgeoisie. “
He had also written, ”As for us, we were never concerned with the Kantianpriestly and vegetarian-Quaker prattle about the "sacredness of human life". We were
revolutionaries in opposition, and have remained revolutionaries in power. To make
the individual sacred, we must destroy the social order which crucifies him. And that
problem can only be solved by blood and iron. The man who recognizes the
revolutionary historic importance of the very fact of the existence of the Soviet
system must also sanction the Red Terror.”
1921 Trotsky's actions as Commissar for War for his role in the suppression of the
rebellion, and that he ordered unjustified incarcerations and executions of political
opponents. As well in 1921, messengers representing starving European peasants
asked Trotsky for help. He said this, “You are Starving? This is not famine yet, when
your women start eating their children then you may come and say we are starving.”
(Which did happen)

Trotsky played a role in the Holodomor (See link below) which was the forced
Genocide against ethnic Europeans by famine. Trotsky also noted for using the word
“racism” in 1927 to disable constructive debate and place the enemy on the defensive.
Deemed racism as loving your race and called it backwards for opposing a global
communist dictatorship.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/1387
36
Trotsky also had a criminal role in the Red Holocaust against Russians and other
gentiles. The Red Holocaust is a term used to describe the collective crimes carried
out by the ideologues and functionaries of international communism. The campaigns
of Red Terror and genocide against the nations of the world, consist of numerous
different Holocausts, in different locations, with specific characteristics. Some of the
best known large scale manifestations of this are the Holodomor of Joseph Stalin,
Lazar Kaganovich, the Great Chinese Famincide of Mao and the Killing Fields of Pol
Pot. According to a work by Harvard University, there had been at least 100 million
victims by the turn of the century, though direct atrocities continue up to this day in
parts of the world.
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/stalin-the-jew.html
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4adults/conversations/topics/8612
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/jews-created-communist-china.html
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Communism-in-Cambodia.pdf
"We must turn Russia into a desert populated by white negroes upon whom we
shall impose a tyranny such as the most terrible Eastern despots never dreamt of. The
only difference is that this will be a left-wing tyranny, not a right-wing tyranny. It will
be a red tyranny and not a white one. We mean the word `red' literally, because we
shall shed such floods of blood as will make all the human losses suffered in the
capitalist wars pale by comparison. The biggest bankers across the ocean will work in
the closest possible contact with us. If we win the revolution, we shall establish the
power of Zionism upon the wreckage of the revolution's funeral, and we shall became
a power before which the whole world will sink to its knees. We shall show what real
power is. By means of terror and bloodbaths, we shall reduce the Russian
intelligentsia to a state of complete stupefaction and idiocy and to an animal
existence." - Trotsky
Leon Trotsky; Mass Murder, responsible for torture, mass unsanctioned executions
and genocide but still, there is the Leon Trotsky House Museum, which is a museum
honoring Leon Trotsky, located in Mexico City. Just like the Vladimir Lenin statue in
seattle washington (see link below) honoring and praising jewish murderers,
essentially praising and welcoming your destroyers.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4adults/conversations/messages/8592;_ylc=
X3oDMTJxOTEwOGU4BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzUwOTc0ODY0BGdyc

HNwSWQDMTcwNTA3NzAzMARtc2dJZAM4NTkyBHNlYwNmdHIEc2xrA3Jwb
HkEc3RpbWUDMTQzNjQ4ODIwMg--?act=reply&messageNum=8592
"What's mine is mine -- and what's yours is mine, too!" That is the communistic
jewish attitude, that everything should belong to the jews and the Gentiles are only
meant to serve the jews. Which the jews today are still trying to enslave all the gentile
people.
Work to destroy Jewish tyranny http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Finishing%20Jewish%20Tyranny%20(small%
20working).pdf
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